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The conflict between the Malay Muslim and the Thailand government in Southern Thailand has become one of the ethno-religion conflicts that effects the security of the Southeast Asian region. Various actors, both local and international, have attempted to broker peace between the parties in the conflict. Based on the conflict transformation theory, this study aims to discover the role of MA Daarul Ulum PUI Majalengka as a non-state actor in promoting peace through efforts of conflict transformation in the Southern Thailand ethno-religion conflict. The research method used is qualitative type research with descriptive analysis technique, through primary and secondary type data management. Primary data was obtained from interview and secondary data was obtained from written sources that support the study. This research shows there is an effort made by MA Daarul Ulum PUI Majalengka to conduct peace education through a student and teacher exchange scheme with several schools in Thailand that have Buddhist identity backgrounds in order to grow tolerance between ethnicities and religions in Thailand.

1. INTRODUCTION

Along with the development of international activities, various concepts and ideas in supporting the creation of an ideal of world peace have been carried out, one of which is by supporting efforts to recognize and fulfill basic human rights as declared in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (Kymlicka, 2003). These values become a set of aspects that underlie efforts to create justice, independence, and the ideals of world peace. On the other hand, this spirit of peace is also brought by the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) as an organization that accommodates countries in Southeast Asia. One of ASEAN’s
missions is to be able to build cultural development as well as efforts for regional stability and peace as well as respect for the principles of the United Nations (Liwe, 2018).

As an organization of countries in Southeast Asia that is rich in culture, ASEAN needs to apply the concept of multiculturalism that brings values of peace. According to (Syafe'i et al., 2001) multiculturalism is a concept where a community in the context of nationality can recognize diversity, differences and cultural plurality, be it race, ethnicity, gender and religion. A concept that provides an understanding of pluralistic nation that is filled with diverse or multicultural cultures to maintains equality and respect for human rights, justice, law, and politic. Thus, a multicultural nation is a nation whose ethnic or cultural groups can coexist peacefully with respect for other cultures.

However, the implementation of multiculturalism values today still faces various challenges such as conflict that motivated by differences in identity (Kristimanta, 2020). Several conflicts concerning identity differences are still ongoing in the Southeast Asia region. Countries in the Southeast Asia region have long experienced conflicts that are motivated by identity problems. Starting from the communal conflict in Rakhine, Myanmar (Raharjo, 2015), ethno-nationalist sentiment-based conflict in the Philippines (Sobandi, 2011), to conflicts that arose due to cultural assimilation policies towards the Muslim community in Thailand (Kusuma, 2017), whose sustainability indirectly shows that the implementation of multiculturalism values in the Southeast Asian region is still hindered by several challenges.

The occurrence of these conflicts or problems is not only a matter of urgency for the country concerned, but it must also come into the attention of the international community, especially in conflict between ethnics or religion in the Southeast Asia region, where the situation has quite an impact on the stability of the region and surrounding area (Fathurachmi, 2014), regarding political, economic, as well as security stability (Rinayuhani, 2014). Such as the case of Thailand’s role in the conflict that happened between the Rakhine Buddhist ethnic and Rohingya ethnic minority, there was a wave of Rohingya refugees from Myanmar towards neighboring countries, one of them being Thailand, who helped provide
humanitarian assistance (Ludfiani et al., 2017). Despite thus, Thailand itself has historically had a prolonged domestic conflict triggered by differences in identity.

From a historical perspective, the conflict in Southern Thailand is an identity conflict between the Buddhist majority supported by the Thai government, and the Muslim community as a minority living in the Southern Thailand region (Ekawati, 2019), such as the provinces of Pattani, Yala and Narathiwat plus parts of the provinces of Satun and Songkhla, which are directly adjacent to Malaysia where the population consists of ethnic Malays (Wayeekao, 2016). As of 2020, the Thai Muslim community is a minority with a population of 4.6% of the total Thai population (United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs, 2020).

During the leadership of King Plaek Phibulsongkhram in 1938-1944 and 1947-1957, there was an implementation of policies related to the values of nationalism (Mahmud, 2004), in which there was an attempt to assimilate the Thai language and culture throughout Thailand, including in the southern region, leading to resistance from the Malay-speaking Muslim Malay community. Furthermore, this was added by the disputes of identity politics, as the government started to emphasize Buddhism as the national religion. The policy triggers a wave of prolonged conflict which includes 3 phases, these phases are as follow:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PHASE</th>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>CAUSE</th>
<th>CASE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PHASE 1</td>
<td>1960-1998</td>
<td>The assimilation policy carried out by the Thai government gave birth to groups of resistance movements for the independence of Southern Thailand.</td>
<td>Resistance carried out by various groups of the independence movement such as BNPP, BRN and PULO.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHASE 2</td>
<td>2001-2004</td>
<td>The ineffective implementation of Thailand's central government policies in dealing with social problems in Southern Thailand, especially in terms of the inclusiveness of the Thai Muslim community.</td>
<td>The intensity of the conflict increased with the insurgency activity which further exacerbated the situation with a lot of bloodshed through coordinated armed attacks.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Efforts to resolve the conflict are still faced with several challenges to be accepted by the conflicting parties in the process of peace efforts. The spread of the southern Thai independence movement groups, with the emergence of various new independence movements such as the RKK (Runda Small Group).

Source: (Nuereng 2016)

The conflicts that occurred between the Thai government and the Muslim community in Southern Thailand were accumulated into three phases. The first phase occurred in 1960-1998, in which the regulation of cultural assimilation policies eventually triggered a conflict which was colored by the emergence of various resistance movements for the independence of southern Thailand such as the BNPP (Barisan Nasional Liberation Patani), BRN (Barisan Revolution National) and PULO (Patani United Liberation Organization). Along with the dynamics of the conflict in this first phase, several southern Thai resistance movements made an alliance to unite and carry out military operations together. The second phase occurred in 2001-2004 which showed an increase in the intensity of the conflict with several rebellions that resulted in quite a number of victims. Being in the third phase, which began in the year 2005 until today, the conflict is faced with several efforts to resolve it, behind various dynamics situation that are considered increasingly complex.

The ongoing conflict which gradually continued until 2005 turned out to give more attention to international actors to help resolve the conflict, one of which is the OIC (Islamic Cooperation Organization) as an international organization that is engaged in a unified network of Islamic countries cooperation with go directly to the field to resolve the conflict, starting with gathering facts about how the conflict occurred (Ashayagachat, 2016). The OIC took the initiative to invite other countries that have good relations with Thailand to help resolve the conflict. In this case, Malaysia which was appointed as a mediator and facilitator in negotiating the conflict. However, assistance from Malaysia as a mediator in the process of mediating the conflict situations did not succeed as a whole due to the distrust of the parties involved in several peace process efforts (Maharani, 2018).
Efforts to resolve a conflict by a third party do not always have to be done through formal means that can only be played by state actors. The role of non-state actors as third parties also has the potential to play an important role as promoters in resolving conflicts in a country. As one of the non-state actors, MA Daarul uluum PUI Majalengka takes an active role in promoting peace through the education sector in the form of teacher and student exchange. Established as a private Islamic school in Indonesia, MA Daarul Uluum PUI Majalengka through this program seeks to promote the values of multiculturalism based on religious identity between Muslim and Buddhist groups.

Therefore, this study aims to describe and analyze the role of MA Daarul uluum PUI Majalengka in promoting peace through strategies and its role in the multiculturalism education sector to be actively involved in building peace efforts through non-formal ways as an alternative step of conflict transformation efforts in southern Thailand region. This study will also complement the study of the role of non-state actors in identity conflicts in contemporary international relations studies.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Studies on peace efforts or conflict resolution in Southern Thailand have been widely discussed by scholars in international relations. Efforts to resolve the conflict using formal channels through the role of state actors continue to be carried out as described by (Sharqieh, 2012), if the OIC utilizes its diplomatic influence to get involved in the peace process by observing and providing recommendations as well as steps to mediate conflicts that occur. Additionally, the involvement of Malaysia as a neighboring country recommended by the OIC to become a mediator and facilitator in dealing with diplomatic tensions in Thailand, was recorded from 2005 to 2007 in the study (Alunaza SD & Amijoyo, 2019). Meanwhile, as explained by (Zahidi, 2015), Indonesia’s involvement as one of the largest Islamic countries with the influence of its foreign policy in the Southeast Asia region is one of its own strengths in efforts to resolve the southern Thailand conflict, if Indonesia takes the initiative to play an active role as a mediator in the southern Thailand conflict.

Peace efforts in the southern Thailand conflict through the role of non-state actors have also been widely discussed along with the development of international relations, as
described in the research by (Margono, 2015). This is due to the increasing potential role of non-state actors in international relations activities. In the research by (Sholeh, 2017), it is elaborated that Indonesian Muslim communities such as Hasyim Muzadi and several NU figures "Nahdatul Ulama" as Indonesian Muslim community organizations, play a role in peace efforts through traditional Muslim approaches and Malay traditions, in which Hasyim Muzadi and several NU figures carry out active communication with leaders of Islamic boarding schools and Islamic schools in turbulent conflict areas, as a form of mediation and peace between Muslims in Southern Thailand and the Thai government. In addition, as one of the largest Islamic civil society organizations in Indonesia, Muhammadiyah also plays its diplomatic role by establishing communication with the Thai government and Muslim community organizations in southern Thailand in mediating the ongoing conflict (Latief & Nashir, 2020). In addition to establishing communication between the two conflicting parties, Muhammadiyah also plays a role through its education sector by opening up opportunities for students in southern Thailand to be able to study at various Indonesian Muhammadiyah universities.

The researcher aims to examine the issue through an approach different from the previous studies. There are several similarities in previous researches, such as: 1) the majority of previous studies have emphasized the role of state actors in promoting a country’s peace efforts, meaning that formal approaches are more often used in these efforts. 2) Although there are also studies that discuss the role of non-state actors, previous studies have emphasized the role of non-state actors as facilitators in conflict resolution efforts, by establishing communication with both parties in the conflict, and contributing to their role in providing formal education facilities. Therefore, the researcher will focus more on the use of a multiculturalism approach through the education sector, in order to fill in the gaps of previous similar research. 3) In addition, the majority of research on the role of state and non-state actors uses a direct approach to conflict parties, while this study will explain the role of non-state actors in promoting the values of multiculturalism to the environment outside the conflict area to participate and diminish various negative stigmatizations in the community around Thailand.
This study was conducted by referring to the concept of conflict transformation as mentioned in several studies such as (Lederach, 1997) and (Miall, 2004) regarding conflict management. Conflict transformation is a concept in the efforts to face conflict through the process of conflict management with holistic and multi-faceted means, or it can also be defined as comprehensive conflict management using several approaches. In its implementation, the concept of conflict transformation involves transforming relations, interest, debates, or a set of rules able to sustain the continuity of conflict and implicates that there is a change in relations, social structure, as well as circumstances that in the end will trigger or generate conflict. In this case, the main goal of conflict transformation is to resolve the wider sources of conflict by changing the negative force of conflict into a more positive social force in order to reach and realize long term peace.

The book (Lederach, 2003) states that there are four aspects that are necessary to be transform in the efforts of conflict transformation which are as follows:

2.1 Personal transformation

Personal transformation refers to the effort of transformation at an individual's level. This change concerns several aspects such as cognitive, emotion, perception, and spiritual aspects with an aim to free the individual from the destructive effects of social conflicts that includes physical and mental wounds.

2.2 Relational transformation

Relational transformation refers to the efforts of transforming communication and interaction patterns that are influenced by conflict in order to build a communication link that is more oriented in building mutual understanding.

2.3 Structural transformation

Structural transformation refers to the fulfillment of basic rights on the basis of society needs through means of managing social, economic, political, and institutional relations.

2.4 Cultural transformation

Cultural transformation refers to efforts of constructive conflict control towards cultural patterns that generate conflict.
In conducting conflict transformation, all four aspects mentioned above are interrelated to one another. In this study, the researcher will conduct a deeper analysis of MA Daarul Ulum PUI Majalengka’s strategy of conflict transformation that describes all four aspects above. (Lederach, 1997) and (Dudouet, 2006) have mapped the types of actors and their roles in conflict transformation. Among them are states and inter-governmental organization, humanitarian and development organizations, and international non-governmental organizations that address conflict prevention and transformation. The role of a non-state institution is vital as an agent of peace since non-state institutions are able to substitute the role of a state who fails to perform their function as well as collaborate with state actors when they have a similar goal (Sugito et al., 2020). In the context of this study, the researcher will focus on the role of MA Daarul Ulum PUI Majalengka as one of the Islamic schools in Indonesia that collaborates with schools in Thailand in their effort to conduct conflict transformation as a development organization that moves in developing human resources through education.

In the application of conflict transformation as a means of building peace, education plays a very central role. The United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) affirms that education is one of the media of peacebuilding in the way that its role is to promote knowledge, skills, and values of behavior that enables society to prevent conflict and violence, solve conflict through peaceful means, as well as create a conducive condition with the spirit of peace values (Fountain, 1999). Due to this, the concept of peace education theory explains how education can play an important role in building peace, one of which through implementing conflict transformation.

According to (Harris, 2007), peace education theory is divided into several types, wherein an approach using peace education aids the researcher in describing the role of MA Daarul Ulum PUI Majalengka in minimalizing an identity based conflict case in Thailand. There are five types of peace education: international education, human rights education, development education, environmental education and conflict resolution education. Out of the five types, the researcher utilizes two types that has been deemed to be suitable to the
focus of this study. Those two types are human rights education and conflict resolution education.

Human rights education focuses on resolving conflicts such as civil violence, domestic, cultural and ethnical conflict, where the process of resolving the matter aims to respect human values that encompasses accepting different identity backgrounds, as well as building mutual care towards people with different social community backgrounds. Meanwhile, conflict resolution education leans in the direction of building peacemaking skills such as conflict resolution through skills of relation with other people. For example, anger management, self-control, emotional awareness, developing empathy, assertiveness, and problem solving to manage conflict within oneself, as well as not excluding the possibility of other violent acts such as civil, cultural, environmental, and even global violence.

The role of MA Daarul Uluum PUI Majalengka in promoting peace within the Southern Thailand identity conflict is carried out through nonviolence approaches. In this case, the methods are similar to the theory of (Galtung, 1996) regarding the concept of positive peace, where one can use non-coercive methods in order to prevent a conflict from arising. The existence of a form of conflict resolution that is non-coercive and democratic in nature will create social justice, economic prosperity, and wide political division that is the preliminary steps to building positive peace. Thus, structural violence, such as racism and religious intolerance will no longer happen.

3. METHODOLOGY

This study used qualitative research method with a descriptive analysis technique. The aim of qualitative research itself is to describe a situation/phenomenon in detail by collecting data through conducting an investigation on the case being studied (Salim & Syahrurn, 2012). Meanwhile, descriptive analysis technique is a method used to analyze data by describing and portraying the data that was collected (Sugiyono, 2013).

Data collection was carried out through case study approach by collecting primary and secondary data. Primary data was obtained through interview with several involved
parties that includes the principal of the school, the international cooperation program coordinator, as well as several student and teacher representatives who participated in MA Daarul Uluum PUI Majalengka’s exchange program. Meanwhile, the secondary data was obtained through literature study of books, journals, reports, other written sources to support the study.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Dynamic of the Southern Thailand Identity Conflict Efforts to Resolve the Conflict

The ongoing conflict in the Southern Thailand region has similar problematics to those mentioned by (Coser, 1964) if a conflict is used to uphold or preserve a community’s identity through religious, ethnical, and belief issues within a plural society. That is also the case of the Southern Thailand conflict where there occurs identity rivalry between the minority Muslim community who are trying to preserve their religious and cultural values during the cultural assimilation policy (Ekawati, 2019; Wayeekao, 2016).

Several forms of the cultural assimilation policy were implemented through banning the use of Malay Muslim names, language, and identity in social life. In order to be accepted in public schools and work in government institutions, the Malay Muslim community were pressured to disregard their Malay or Moslem identity. That is considered a form of discrimination against the Malay Muslim community, as they are being forced to disregard their identities and done identities that are Thai and Buddhist (Kusuma, 2016; Sanurdi, 2018).

The long streak of conflict that occurred since the implementation of indirect cultural uniformity objectives resulted in the failure to fulfill human rights since the Malay Muslim community lost their freedom of identity (Jehma et al., 2017). The loss of their freedom led to the presence of several protest movements that demanded fulfillment of autonomic rights for the Southern Thailand Malay Muslim caused by factors of poverty and social inequality (Engvall & Andersson, 2014). The movements were also triggered by the obsolete democratic relations between the central Thai government and the Southern Thailand regional government (Mania, 2019; Yuniarto, 2005). This was further strengthened by there being primordialist principles (Nurakkate, 2012) and strong influence from Islamic
principles stemming from the Malay Muslim community themselves (Melvin, 2007; Möller, 2011). However, the emergence of these protest movements have led to the growing of fear and suspicion towards Muslims or “Islamophobia” in the Thailand society, where they perceive the Malay Muslims as a group of criminals behind their religious attire (Engvall & Andersson, 2014; Fahmi, 2016).

The appearance of implications of such suspicion between religion or beliefs in society proves that the ongoing conflict cannot be separated from the use of the label “conflict between religions” (Jory, 2007). This fact can be seen from the government’s attempts to erase the Malay term in the Southern Thailand people and replace it with the term “Thai Muslim”, with the reasoning to prevent the secession of Malay Moslem people from the Thai government through identity background (Kusuma, 2016). Consequently, this ongoing conflict between the two parties is categorized as an ethno-religion conflict of the Malay Muslim and Thai Buddhist ethnic identity.

However, religious identity conflict is often ignited by extremist people that act harshly and exaggeratedly compared to the moderate people within their community who implement inclusive tolerant values (Yusuf, 2017). Therefore, it is necessary to note that not all elements of the Thai society participate in this discrimination or are involved in the conflict with the Malay-Muslims. Hence, an effective resolution is needed due to the complexity of this long-term conflict in Southern Thailand.

4.2 Efforts to Resolve the Conflict

Along with the development of international relations activities, the role of the state and other international relations actors are charged with having to provide space and facilitate each actor involved in efforts of world peace, one of which is the movements of non-state actors that have potential and flexibility to be involved in peacebuilding efforts (Galtung, 1996; Miall et al., 2005). Thus, their presence can produce innovations and new ideas in the practice of international cooperation. Noted, this creation of space for non-state actors to involve themselves in peacebuilding efforts is one form of integration between various sector and global international relations actor to be engaged in each other’s attempts to create world peace. As what is being carried out by MA Daarul Uluum PUI Majalengka as one...
of the Islamic senior high schools in Indonesia, wherein its role is categorized as a non-state actor that focuses on education development, who participates in promoting how to resolve the conflict in the southern Thailand region by involving themselves in peacebuilding efforts through multiculturalism education.

MA Daarul Uluum PUI Majalengka have provided a viewpoint where newer steps and strategies of peacebuilding efforts are necessary in facing the Southern Thailand conflict. Based on the dynamics and complexity of the situation in Southern Thailand, MA Daarul Uluum PUI Majalengka perceives education to be one of the sectors that can be made into an alternative through cooperation by several education institutions between states in the international community, in order to promote peacebuilding efforts through the education sector (A. Ridwan, Headmaster, May 2, 2021).

The teacher and student exchange program like what is held by MA Daarul Uluum PUI Majalengka with several schools in Thailand (see Table 2), is a form of strategic approach through education collaboration in promoting conflict transformation in Southern Thailand. One of the aims of this teacher and student exchange program is to campaign the spirit of harmony in the midst of differences where MA Daarul Uluum PUI Majalengka are working together with schools in Thailand in a student exchange program that sends Moslem students to live and study in Buddhist schools, and vice versa.

During the earlier period of the program, MA Daarul Uluum focused on cooperating with several schools located outside the region of conflict or outside Southern Thailand. This was the target and plan of MA Daarul Uluum to build and promote a better image of an Islamic group in the midst of Islamophobia stigmatization that once occurred. By doing so, they could plant the spirit of peace in the Buddhist community around Thailand. This was made into a momentum to carry out conflict transformation to change identity differences that were seen as negative into being more positive, as it the aim of conflict transformation itself. This indicates that there being differences in identity will not become an issue despite the ongoing identity conflict in Southern Thailand, since a plural society must be able to appreciate the exchange of culture and unity at all levels in order to create a condition where
no individual or group feels trapped, threatened, or isolated by the greater society (Parekh, 2008).

This cooperation was carried out in massive and received good responses from each party as the program took place, from the year 2018 until the end of 2019, though for the next few years the teacher and student exchange program had to be temporarily halted due to complications from COVID-19. The following are the data of the program implementation that took place from the beginning period:

**Table 2. MA Daarul Uluum PUI Majalengka to Thailand Schools**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Period of Exchange</th>
<th>Student</th>
<th>Teacher</th>
<th>Host Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>January 25 -February 18, 2018</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Lopbury College of Agriculture and Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>Petchabun College of Agriculture and Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>June 23 – July 20, 2018</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Lopbury College of Agriculture and Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&amp; July 20 – August 16, 2018</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>November 8 – December 2, 2018</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Lopburi Vocational College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nakronswan College of Agriculture and Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>October 30 - November 23, 2019</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Lopbury College of Agriculture and Technology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Archive of MA Daarul Ulum PUI Majalengka International Cooperation Program Department
Table 3. Thailand Schools to MA Daarul Uluum PUI Majalengka

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Period of Exchange</th>
<th>Student</th>
<th>Teacher</th>
<th>Home Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>March 13 - April 10, 2018</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Lopbury College of Agriculture and Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Lopburi Vocational College</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Archive of MA Daarul Uluum PUI Majalengka International Cooperation Program Department

It can be seen that the student and teacher exchange program conducted several times each year was made as an attempt to maximize the relation pattern between both parties as non-state actors with a peace mission through education cooperation program. From the massiveness of the frequency of the exchange, MA Daarul Uluum PUI Majalengka perceived its strategy to promote peace in Southern Thailand was accomplished. In their practice, MA Daarul Uluum emphasized a strategy that includes the four aspects of conflict transformation according to (Lederach, 2003), by emphasizing conflict source management as a process of realizing long term peace (Bercovitch, 1996), as follows:

4.2.1 Personal Transformation

This aspect aims to release an individual from the deconstructive effects caused by social conflict that could come in the form of physical as well as mental wounds that change the individuals emotional, perceptive, and spiritual aspects. The growth of Islamophobia in Thailand indirectly had constructed negative view within the Thai community of the large scale rebellion from the resistance movement fighting for the freedom of Malay Muslim who label themselves as “Muslim” movements. In this case study, the practice of the MA Daarul Uluum student and teacher exchange allowed them to live in close quarters with Thai society, which is an initial step to building and maintaining holistic relations in order to minimize stigmatism of Islamophobia in an environment that perceives a group of Muslims to be a group of violent people or terrorist. This program is also in line with one of the aims of conflict resolution education that leads to peacemaking through emotional management towards parties involved or affected by the conflict.

Through direct interaction patterns throughout the period of the student exchange program, which lasted 1 month each period, the activities allowed an intense pattern of
relations and communications between two different identities (Muslim and Buddhist). Those relation and communication interactions took place through inclusive dialogues where the parties introduced and learned each other’s identities. This occurred from both parties, the MA Daarul Ulum students with their Muslim backgrounds, and also the Thai community with their Buddhist background. The continuity of these interaction patterns that built ties between both parties were not limited to these mere dialogues of discussion and sharing of knowledge. It extended to practice of religious and cultural activities on a daily basis which was done by MA Daarul Ulum in representing Islam positively, which indirectly also built a positive image of Islam and cured the wounds of the Thai community inflicted by past Malay Muslim resistance movements.

This applies vice versa, throughout the student exchange program, Thai students that visited Indonesia also lived closely and followed the learning process in the midst of Muslim majority people of Indonesia. This was done as means to develop good communication and interaction patterns between two groups of different identity backgrounds. Therefore, as the Thai students witness the Muslim community that welcomes their presence, this indirectly turns the long existing negative stigmatization into a positive perception of Islam. Due to this, freeing the individuals from the deconstructive effects of conflict was possible. This result can also be found in the transformation approach strategy through the relational aspect.

**4.2.2 Relational Transformation**

For this aspect, attempts to recover communication patterns through building interaction relations is one of the focus of relational transformation. Such as the efforts of MA Daarul Ulum in transforming the effect of Islamophobia stigmatization that is also included in the personal transformation strategy of conflict resolution. It must be noted that the effects of Islamophobia that constructs the perception and mindset of society also affected the pattern and relation of interaction in society.

Through activity approaches such as dialogue, living in close quarters behind each routine activities of both parties become a part of the transformation process at a personal level. This indirectly brings values of relational transformation approach by recovering the
interaction relation pattern into a more harmonious direction through understanding differences in identity. This is because, in the efforts to build peace between different identities, a holistic relationship is necessary in order to understand one another and accept differences between identities (Mbachaga, 2012).

In the context of this study, the student and teacher exchange program also endeavored to form a community that acts as a student forum of communication which can unite all the students despite their identity differences. Hence, this communication forum can become a medium to develop communication patterns for a long term between both parties with the aim to maintain the stability of peace. As this interaction relation was formed, both identity groups also facilitated the needs to support their activities, from providing a place for worship to selecting halal food for Moslems. These details indicate that multiculturalism values have strengthened, and supports the argument that differences is not a source of conflict. According to (Wallace, 1970), despite there being identity differences in a group, if the activities implement principles of openness and understanding towards one another, then that community can be more organized in facilitating equal interaction patterns.

Stemming from that fact, the approach chosen by MA Daarul Uluum in the relational transformation aspect emphasizes more on human rights education approach whose aim is to build respect towards human values such as accepting different identity backgrounds. In their practice, MA Daarul Uluum indirectly has elaborated the values of both personal transformation and relational transformation efforts to minimize the spreading of negative stigma by building a positive pattern of interaction relation.

4.2.3 Structural transformation

Promoting peace through building and managing social, economic and institutional relations as an effort to fulfill rights and basic human needs is a part of the conflict transformation concept carried out through structural transformation approach. In this case, the fulfillment of basic human needs that is already part of their rights is the focus of the structural transformation approach, wherein the institution is one of the instruments in the process. Education is one of the institutional sectors that is a concern of MA Daarul Uluum in their
role to promote peace in Thailand. Since the implementation of the culture assimilation policy in southern Thailand also effects the identity uniformity in the education which violates multiculturalism values as their basic human needs that indirectly discriminates the Malay Moslem people and prompts conflict to occur (Aslan et al., 2020). In order to address those issues, MA Daarul Ulum sees the exchange program as capable of promoting peace and fulfilling human rights for all elements of society, with no discrimination towards a specific identity group, as a form of the goal to implement human rights education.

In the process, the implementation of structural transformation approach that focuses on the education sector is carried out by MA Daarul Ulum through both formal and non-formal learning activities. Formal activities were applied on the teacher exchange program, where the intended focus was to teach subjects such as English as an international language in the classroom of several Thai schools that participated in the program. Meanwhile, the non-formal learning approach is the interaction between students. This is the main media through activities of cultural exchange such as practicing art, learning the language of each party, to sharing basic religious teachings as knowledge or religious teachings that are indirectly taken from each religion’s day-to-day practices (I.Hasanah, MA Daarul Ulum student, May 20, 2021).

In addition, other activities targeted to enhance the student’s soft skills in the field of agricultural technology is an additional course, taking into account that both Thailand and Indonesia are agriculture states. From these activities, it can be inferred those differences of identity in an education institution is not an issue that hinders the conduciveness of the learning process. Therefore, an education institution is charged with not discriminating a specific identity group, as part of the fulfillment of basic human rights. Thus, through the institutional transformation aspect approach wherein students and teacher are sent to schools in Thailand regions dominated by Buddhist citizens, MA Daarul Ulum assesses the program is capable of influencing how Muslims can still maintain their identities during institutional activity settings.
4.2.4 Cultural Transformation

Efforts of sustainable conflict resolution which has given adequate impact or implications to community social relations is no doubt a challenge to actors who play a role in peacemaking. Through the cultural transformation approach, MA Daarul Ulum perceives the planting of multiculturalism values as one method that can be achieved through education in order to minimalize conflict, since the cultural assimilation policy was the starting point that triggered conflict between the Malay-Muslims and the Thai government. In this case, the process of applying the cultural transformation concept aims to identify and understand cultural pattern that cause conflict, then address that conflict through constructive cultural management and development which is the aim of the practice of conflict resolution education, wherein the aim of constructive cultural development is to realize culture as a value to be respected. Due to this matter MA Daarul Ulum aimed to plant multiculturalism values as a part of their effort to realize culture as a form to be respected in conflict resolution.

During the process, the approach through the concept of cultural transformation carried by the students and teacher of the exchange program were done in the form of visitation activities in both Thailand and Indonesia to historic landmarks that represent the identity of each party. These activities aimed to yield a deeper insight to the parties’ cultural as well as religious values. Through this positive exchange of historical knowledge, the values of multiculturalism are also implanted into the students in which they learn how to appreciate each other’s identity differences.

5. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, as the activities of international relations continues to develop, non-state actors now have a greater space and important role to play with their potential and ability to participate in various international relations agenda. MA Daarul Ulum PUI Majalengka is one of the education institutions in Indonesia who plays a role in international cooperation within the education sector and has proven how non-state actors can also be active in their role by focusing on specific approaches, especially in promoting world peace, which is a vision that remains hindered by several challenges.
By utilizing all four aspects of conflict transformation (personal transformation, relational transformation, structural transformation, and cultural transformation) through peace education approach, MA Daarul Ulum PUI Majalengka has described that peacebuilding efforts can be done using nonviolence methods (positive peace). This strategy was applied by focusing on building multiculturalism values that were applied within the student and teacher exchange program as an effort of conflict transformation in the conflict region of Southern Thailand, which is seen as a form of challenge to realize global peace. Keeping in mind that the dynamics and effect of ethno-religion conflict that is occurring in Southern Thailand indicates that basic human rights remain unfulfilled and the absence of principle of mutual respect regarding differences in identities as is part of the concept of multiculturalism to realize world peace.
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